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The Need. The CIO SP4 solicitation process has demonstrated the im-
portance of assembling thousands of data elements, evaluating 
tradeoffs to maximize points , and submitting the proposal docu-
ments with 100% accuracy. It takes hundreds of hours and even then 
mistakes and omissions occur. Federal Proposals’ GSA POLARIS Tool 
Set provides RFP analysis, identifies potential compliance hurdles, 
and presents historical information and lessons learned to improve 
your proposal.  

Tool Advantages. The Tool Set, specifically designed for POLARIS, 
gives you the big picture with drill down to every detail, speeds data 
entry and analysis, sharply improves accuracy, and improves scoring. 
The two tools in the set are described below.  

Subscriber Benefits. As a subscriber, you download the current ver-
sion (based upon RFP information) of both tools within hours so you 
can use it to assist in RFP planning and teaming, and project 
tradeoffs. You receive tool updates after RFP release if amendments 
affect the tool set data. Versions tailored to specific pools. 

WHAT YOU GET 

Two POLARIS-specific tools with 
immediate downloads 

Updated tools shortly after RFP 
amendments 

Updated tools shortly after 
amendments affecting the tools 

“How to” video and technical 
support by email through pro-
posal submission 

Subscriber Price $2450 

Order Form 

GSA POLARIS ANALYSIS AND COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE TOOL  powered by MindManager 

Savings in Staff-Hours alone will pay for the tools — the improved accuracy is Priceless. 

This MindManager™-powered tool provides a graphical user interface with a hierarchical tree view of the 

RFP and associated documents with drill down to the greatest detail. Beyond the base documents, we insert 

comments reflecting compliance critical items, scoring-related elements, changes and relevant historical in-

formation. The tool can then be used to track progress and as a compliance checklist. A sample tool is availa-

ble at www.federalproposals.com/tools. 
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https://form.jotform.com/220355871973059


GSA POLARIS SCORING AND COMPLIANCE OPTIMIZATION TOOL  powered by Excel 

This tool uses the power of Excel™ to establish fixed and conditional relationships among many hundreds of 
data items to create a powerful analytical tool that accurately maps all of the proposal data to specific RFP 
criteria and constraints, ensures data accuracy and technical compliance, and alerts to incorrect or missing 
data. Users laud its accuracy and time-savings. 

Learn more at www.federalproposals.com/tools. You 
may order from this site also. 
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